The rate of reaction of double-stranded replicative form (RF) [3HJDNA of bacteriophage OX174 with excess (+)strand DNA and (+)strand RNA was measured by standard methods of hydroxyapatite chromatography. The reactions follow pseudo-first-order kinetics and the observed rate constant for the RNA-DNA reaction differs less than 25% from that of the DNA-DNA reaction. The pseudo-first-order rate constants are close to the value predicted on the basis of the second-order rate constant measured in the renaturation of the double-
RNA excess hybridization reactions are widely used for the measurement of RNA sequence complexity. The rate at which such reactions proceed provides information regarding the prevalence in the total RNA of the hybridizing species as well as their complexity. In this paper we describe a measurement of the rate constant for the reaction between (+)strand RNA of bacteriophage kX174 present in excess and a double-stranded replicative form (RF) [3H]DNA tracer. We show that this rate constant is similar or identical to that measured in an analogous reaction with excess (+)strand phage DNA. We conclude that the nucleation rates for the RNA-DNA and DNA-DNA reactions are comparable. A similar conclusion was reached by Hutton and Wetmur (1) , who studied the formation of 1:1 hybrids of kX174 RNA and DNA by optical methods.
The RNA excess hybridization measurements described here were carried out with nucleic acid fragments 300-400 nucleotides (NT) long and were analyzed by hydroxyapatite chromatography. Corrections for disparity in tracer-driver lengths were thus unnecessary (effects of fragment length on tracer reactions analyzed by the hydroxyapatite method is the subject of a later paper of this series). The nucleic acid fragment lengths and the assay procedures (2) DNAs were sheared to 300 NT single-strand length by two or three passages through a press at 50,000 pounds/inch2 (340 MPa) in 0.2 M Na+ (7). The DNAs were sized at about 300 NT (weight average) by alkaline sucrose gradient centrifugation, using internal or parallel DNA size standards previously sized by electron microscopy (8) . We estimate the uncertainty of these determinations to be approximately +10%.
Synthesis of [32PJRNA.
[32P]RNA was synthesized from OX RFI DNA using a-32P-labeled triphosphates as described by Smith and Sinsheimer (9) . This RNA was a kind gift of LUoyd Smith. As detailed by Smith and Sinsheimer, 98-99% of the product is asymmetric, hybridizing to OX RF DNA but not to mature phage DNA. It is thus a (+)strand RNA. Thirty to thirty-five percent of the product is of discrete sizes ranging from 0.9 to 3 times unit length. The remainder is heterogeneous in length, the majority falling between 1 and 3 times unit length (9) . After DNase treatment and deproteinization, the size of the [32P]RNA was measured (see below) at 1600 i 100 NT. [1] in which C is the concentration of DNA remaining unreacted in moles NT liter-' (as determined by its inability to bind to hydroxyapatite) at time t (sec); Co is the initial denatured DNA concentration; and kso is the observed second-order rate constant.
According to the least squares analysis shown in Fig. IA Fig. 1A . The presumption here is that the 14-15% single-stranded DNA observed in all these reactions at termination is due to the presence of very short fragments in the 300 NT (weight average) preparations, and that because the unlabeled (+)strand driver also has a 300 NT weight average fragment length, 15% of it will similarly be unreactive at the criterion applied.
Theoretical kpf( pure = 2 X ks, pure (see text).
initial concentration of denatured RF [3H]DNA; C(+) represents the initial (and final) concentration of (+)strand driver DNA;
and kpfo is the observed pseudo-first-order rate constant.
Thus, CRF = e-kpfoC(+)t.
[2] CRFO This reaction is shown in Fig. 1B. In Fig. 1B CRF/CRFO is plotted against (+)strand DNA concentration X time, or C(+)t. The solid line portrays the best fit of the function described by Eq. 2 to the data, according to least squares analysis. About 43% of the double-stranded RF tracer reacts, out of a maximum possible 50%. The fraction of the tracer reacting is 86% of the maximum possible, and thus is similar to that obtained in Fig.  1A for the second-order reaction.
The rate constants and fractions of tracer reacting in the experiments shown in Fig. 1A and B are listed in Table 1 . The observed kPf0 is of course smaller than the kpfo that would have been obtained had the driver (+)strand been 100% reactable. We have found that only 85% of the 300 NT RF DNA tracer reacts at the criterion applied here, and the same is expected of the 300 NT (+)strand driver (see second footnote of Table  1 ). If the (+)strand driver DNA also reacts to an extent of about 85%, we would obtain a "kpfo pure" of about 231 liters mol-' sec I for the pseudo-first-order reaction. lthis would seem the most reasonable estimate from the data, but in any case, the purity correction affects the rate constant by only 15%.
We now compare the values of kpfo and ks. When only the complementary strand is present the concentration of each single-stranded element of sequence is double the concentration for both strands. Therefore, for a nucleic acid of any particular complexity, kPfo should be about twice as high as k,. In Table  1 the "theoretical" kpfo pure is obtained by doubling the measured kso pure, and is compared to the best calculated value for rate. This statement depends on an extensive series of reactions carried out with E. coli DNA and RNA, 4X174 DNA and RNA, and CoIEl plasmid DNA and RNA, and also on kinetic measurements of the rate of hybridization of single-copy sea urchin DNA with mRNA tracers (8) . DNA excess hybridization reactions with RNA will be discussed in detail in a later paper in this series. The fact that DNA excess and RNA excess hybridization behave differently accounts for much of the conflicting data on the rate of hybridization as compared to DNA renaturation to be found in the literature (e.g., refs. 1 and 14) .
